Abstract

When there is a library, like school, university, and public libraries, they are often not new to the community. Libraries of all types provide services of all types to their users.

In addition to circulation services and library reference services, SMAN 9 Bandar Lampung provides a book repair service. This service repairs books that are damaged due to frequent use, whether they have minor or heavy damage.

This service repairs old books if the cover is damaged or the binding is loose, but the book still has a lot to provide for both the students’ and the teachers’ needs. So the service is very helpful in sustaining the collections of old books to be retained by the user library.

The book repair service of the library of SMAN9 Bandar Lampung requires only very simple tools such as adhesives (glue), carter, hammer, hacksaw, and gauze. Even with very simple tools, the results are created by the service are very neat and make old books almost good as new.

This book service is a form of preservation of library materials, which are done in order to preserve the information content of library materials and library physical materials.
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Abstract

Library is not a new thing among the community, when there is a library, like in schools, universities, and public libraries. In the implementation of school libraries have a service intended for library users. The service is a service that offered to the users of the library.

In addition to circulation services and library reference service high school 9 Bandar Lampung have a service that is book repaired service. Books repaired service in the library of high school is a books repaired service, that are damage due to frequent use, whether minor damage and heavy damage.

This service starts from the number of old books published that the cover damaged or lose binding but the books still have a lot to look for and need both the students and the teachers. So the service is very helpful in providing the collections of old publications book to be used by the user library.

In service activities of the library of high school 9 Bandar Lampung is only supported by a very simple tools such as adhesives (glue), cutter, hammer, hack saw, and gause. Event with a very simple tools, the results are created in the service is very neat and not inferior to the new book.

This book repaired service is a form of preservation of library materials. Which those activities are done in order to preserve the information content of library materials and library physical

Function of service of repair book

Function of the service is to provide service to library users (Saleh and Fahidin, 1995 : 178), while the service shop in this book provide services to protect the book. It is books in library materials to users of the library for books that they have remained in good condition and not broken, so that you can stay longer and sustainable.